Abstract. The relationship between nondeterminism and other computational resources is investigated based on the "guess-then-check" model GC. Systematic techniques are developed to construct natural complete languages for the classes defined by this model. This improves a number of previous results in the study of limited nondeterminism. Connections of the model GC to computational optimization problems are exhibited.
1. Introduction. The study of the power of nondeterminism is central to complexity theory. The relationship between nondeterminism and other computational resources still remains unclear. Two fundamental questions are those of how much computational resource we should pay in order to eliminate nondeterminism and how much computational resource we can save if we are granted nondeterminism. A computation with nondeterminism can basically be decomposed into the phase of guessing (nondeterministically) and the phase of verifying (using other computational resources). In general, the phase of guessing and the phase of verifying work interactively.
The notion of classifying problems according to the amount of nondeterminism and the power of verifying in a computation has appeared in recent research. Díaz and Torán [14] studied the classes β k ,f o rk≥1, by allowing a deterministic polynomialtime computation to make an O(log k n) amount of nondeterminism. 1 The class β f for a more general function f (n) was studied by Farr [16] . Buss and Goldsmith [5] considered the classes N k P h ,f o rk, h ≥ 1, in which languages can be recognized by an O(n h log O(1) n)-time multitape Turing machine making at most k log n binary nondeterministic choices. Wolf [25] studied models that are NC circuits with nondeterministic gates. Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [21] considered a set of optimization problems that can be solved by computations with an O(log 2 n) amount of nondeterminism.
We generalize the above ideas by introducing the computation model GC (guessthen-check). Let s(n) be a function and let C be a complexity class; then GC (s(n), C) is the class of languages that can be recognized by first nondeterministically guessing O(s(n)) binary bits then using the power of C to verify. The reader should realize that the GC model is a restricted version of the interactive-proof systems that have received considerable attention recently (for a survey, see [18] ).
We develop systematic and powerful techniques to show that for a large class of functions s(n) and for many complexity classes C, the class GC (s(n), C) has natural complete languages. The techniques involve characterizing the computation of a verifier by a circuit and encoding a nondeterministic string of length s(n)a sa n input of length (n · s(n))/ log n to the circuit. Our techniques improve a number of previous results in the study of completeness for complexity classes with limited nondeterminism. In particular, we show that the weight-k circuit-satisfiability problem is complete under quasi-linear-time reduction for the class N k P 1 proposed by Buss and Goldsmith [5] . This gives a complete language for the class N k P 1 which is more natural than the previously known complete languages for the class [5] in the sense that no explicit mention of "k log n" appears in its statement. Moreover, we prove that one can obtain complete languages for the class β k by restricting the amount of nondeterminism in NP-complete languages. This result is opposite to a conjecture made by Díaz and Torán [14] that by restricting the amount of nondeterminism in NP-complete languages, one would not get complete languages for the class β k .W e also derive complete languages for the classes NNC k (log i n) studied by Wolf [25] , for which it was unknown whether there exist complete languages.
Of special interest is the class GC(s(n), Π B k ), where s(n) is a function larger than Θ(log n)a n dΠ B k is the class of languages accepted by log-time alternating Turing machines of k alternations. The model GC(s(n), Π B k ) has guessing ability presumably stronger than and verifying ability provably weaker than deterministic polynomialtime Turing machines [27] . More careful analysis is given to show that for many functions s(n) and for all integers k>1, the class GC(s(n), Π B k ) has natural complete languages.
The importance of the class GC(s(n), Π B k ) is its close connection to computational optimization problems. We show that the optimization classes LOGSNP and LOGNP introduced by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [21] can be precisely characterized by GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 )a n dGC(log 2 n, Π B 3 ), respectively. An inequality GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ) = GC(log 2 n, Π B 3 ) is established to show the difference between LOGSNP and LOGNP. We explain based on our characterization of the class LOGSNP why the problems LOG 2 SAT, LOG CLIQUE, and LOG CHORDLESS PATH do not seem to be complete for the class LOGSNP. This partially answers a question posed by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [21] . Our characterizations also give a restricted version of the satisfiability problem that is polynomial-time equivalent to the problem TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET, improving a result of Meggido and Vishkin [20] . The GC model also has nice applications in the study of the fixed-parameter tractability of optimization problems [15] .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the necessary preliminaries. The model GC is defined in section 3, in which complete languages are constructed for several GC classes. Section 4 studies the GC models with very weak verifiers. Connections of the GC models to computational optimization problems are given in section 5.
segments of b consecutive characters (the last segment may contain less than b characters). The segments will be called b-blocks of x.
To simplify expressions, we will denote 2 ⌈log log n⌉ by ℓ(n). Note that ℓ(n)= Θ(log n). Moreover, a deterministic Turing machine can multiply or divide a number of O(log n) bits by ℓ(n)i nO (log n) time. The (ℓ(n))-blocks of a string x of length n will be simply called ℓ-blocks of x.
An O(log n)-time alternating Turing machine (log-time ATM) is equipped with a random-access input tape and a read-write input address tape such that the Turing machine has access to the bit of the input tape denoted by the contents of the input address tape. Several input read-modes have been proposed. The one that we adopt here is the standard read-mode introduced in [11] with the restriction that in the last phase of each computation path, a log-time ATM only reads inputs from a constant number of ℓ-blocks of the input. This input read-mode is a Turing machine implementation of the Block Transfer mode of RAMs proposed in [1] (see [7] for discussions). AΠ B k -ATM is a log-time ATM that makes at most k alternations and must begin with ∧ states. Define Π B k to be the class of languages accepted by Π B k -ATMs. An (unbounded fan-in) Boolean circuit α n with n inputs x 1 ,...,x n is a directed acyclic graph. The nodes of fan-in 0 are called input nodes and are labeled from the set {0, 1,x 1 ,x 1 ,...,x n ,x n }. The nodes of fan-in greater than 0 are called gates and are labeled either and or or. A set of the nodes is designated the output nodes. The size is the number of gates, and the depth is the maximum distance from an input to an output. Each node in a circuit of size s has a unique node number of length O(log s). We assume that circuits are of a special form where all and and or gates are organized into alternating levels with edges only between adjacent levels. Any circuit may be converted to one of this form without increasing the depth and by at most squaring the size [12] . In this special form, the gates connected to input nodes are called level-1 gates. We also assume that circuits are topologically ordered in the sense that the node number of a gate is always larger than the node numbers of its inputs.
A family of circuits is a sequence F = {α n | n ≥ 1} of circuits, where circuit α n has n inputs and one output. A family of circuits may be used to accept a language in {0, 1}
* . The circuit family F is log-space uniform if there is an O(log n)-space deterministic Turing machine that on input 1 n prints the encoding of the circuit α n . Let x = x 1 x 2 ...x n be a string of n Boolean variables and let b>0 be an integer.
-family if there is a polynomial p such that each α n is a circuit with an and output gate and of size at most p(n) and depth at most k +1 in which the input of each level-1 gate consists of exactly c specimens of ℓ-blocks of x 1 x 2 ...x n .
Cai and Chen [7] have shown the equivalence of Π -families of circuits under a proper uniformity. For the present paper, the following theorem will be sufficient (see Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.1 in [7] ). Theorem 2.2 (see [7] ). If a language L ∈{ 0 ,1 } * is accepted by a Π B k -ATM M , then L is accepted by a log-space uniform Π poly,Bc k -family F = {α n | n ≥ 1} of circuits, where c ≥ 1 is an integer. Moreover, if the input of a level-1 gate of α n consists of specimens of ℓ-blocks B 1 ,...,B c of the input, then there is a computation path of M that reads only from these ℓ-blocks.
In order to let a Π B k -ATM simulate the computation of a circuit efficiently, we introduce a regular way to encode a circuit. An input node labeled "x i " (resp. "x i ") is called a positive input (resp. negative input).
Definition 2.3. The normal encoding of a circuit α with inputs x 1 ...x n is a sequence s = n, g 1 ,...,g m , where the g i 's are nodes of α, |g i | =2 cℓ(n) forafixe dc onstant c. For a gate g i with inputs h 1 , ... , h j , g i is encoded as id, op, a(h 1 ),...,a(h j ) , where id is the gate number, op is the gate type, and a(h p ) is the address of the node h p in the sequence s. Moreover, if g i is a level-1 gate, then the negative inputs of g i should be listed first.
3. The GC model and complete languages. Informally, GC (s(n), C)i sa restricted interactive-proof system in which a prover passes a proof of length O(s(n)) to a verifier that has the power of C. A more formal definition is given as follows.
Definition 3.1. Let s(n) be a function and let C be a complexity class. A language L is in the class GC(s(n), C) if there is a language A ∈Ctogether with an integer c>0such that for all x ∈{ 0 ,1 } * ,x∈Lif and only if ∃y ∈{ 0 ,1 } * , | y |≤c·s(|x|), and x, y ∈A.
We point out that in the above definition, the condition |y|≤c·s ( | x | ) can be replaced by the equality |y| = c ′ s(|x|), where c ′ =2 c ,i fw ee n c o d e0b y0 0 ,1b y0 1 , and "useless symbol" by 10 or 11 and use the useless symbols to make up the guessed string y to be of length exactly 2c · s(|x|).
If we require that the length |y| of the guessed string y be strictly bounded by s(|x|) (i.e., the constant c be strictly 1), we call the model a "strict GC, " written as sGC(s(n), C).
Many complexity classes can be characterized by the GC model. For example, the class NP can be characterized by GC (n O(1) ,P). We will develop a systematic technique to show that many GC classes have natural complete languages. The technique is illustrated in detail by deriving complete languages for the classes N k P 1 introduced in [5] .
Let P 1 be the class of languages accepted by deterministic Turing machines of running time O(n log O(1) n). A circuit family F = {α n | n ≥ 1} is P 1 -uniform if there is a deterministic Turing machine M that, on input 1 n , generates the circuit α n in time O(n log O(1) n). Lemma 3.2. A language L is in P 1 if and only if L is accepted by a P 1 -uniform family of circuits.
Proof. That L ∈ P 1 implies L accepted by a P 1 -uniform family of circuits follows directly from the classical work of Fischer and Pippenger [17] . Conversely, if L is accepted by a P 1 -uniform circuit family F = {α n | n ≥ 1}, then L can be accepted by an O(n log O(1) n)-time deterministic Turing machine M as follows: on input x of length n, M first generates the circuit α n in time O(n log O(1) n), then simulates the circuit α n on input x in time O(|α n | log 2 |α n |)=O ( nlog O(1) n) using an algorithm by Pippenger [22] .
Let N k P 1 denote the class of languages that is accepted by a deterministic O(n log O(1) n)-time Turing machine that can make at most k log n binary guesses [5] . It is easy to see that N k P 1 is identical to the class sGC(k log n, P 1 ). A language L is complete for the class
Define the weight of a binary string to be the number of 1's in the string. Consider the following language, where f is a function. Lemma 3.3. For each integer k ≥ 1, the language BWCS[k] is in the class sGC(k log n, P 1 ).
Proof. For each fixed integer k ≥ 1, we construct a deterministic Turing machine M k as follows: on an input of the form α, y , where α is a circuit with m inputs and y is a binary string of length d log m, d ≤ k, M k writes down on a worktape a string v y of length m whose weight representation is y.T h e nM k simulates the circuit α on input v y and accepts if and only if the circuit α accepts the input v y .
The simulation of the circuit α on input v y can be implemented by the algorithm of Pippenger [22] , which runs in time O(|α| log 2 |α|). All other steps of the Turing machine M k can easily be implemented in time O(|α| log O(1) |α|). Thus, the language A k accepted by M k is in the class P 1 . It is easy to see that a circuit α of m inputs is in BWCS[k] if and only if α, y ∈A k for a binary string y of length ≤ k log |α|.T h a t is, the language BWCS[k]i si nt h ec l a s ssGC(k log n, P 1 ).
We introduce a special function ψ from binary numbers to binary numbers as follows.
i−1 10 n−i and i ≥ 2 ⌊log |x|⌋ , arbitrary otherwise Note that for any binary number i of length ⌊log n⌋, there is a length-n binary number x of the form 0 i−1 10 n−i such that ψ(x)=i . It is also easy to see that the function ψ can be computed by a P 1 -uniform family of circuits. Now we are ready to prove our first main theorem. For a circuit α, we denote by I(α) the input of α.
Theorem 3.4. The language BWCS[k] is complete for the class sGC(k log n, P 1 ) (= N k P 1 ) under quasi-linear-time reduction, for all k ≥ 1. Proof. By Lemma 3.3, it suffices to show that BWCS[k] is hard for the class sGC(k log n, P 1 ) under quasi-linear-time reduction. Let L be a language in the class sGC(k log n, P 1 ). Then there is a language A ∈ P 1 such that for any x, x ∈ L if and only if there is a y ∈{ 0 ,1 } * ,| y |≤klog |x|, such that x, y ∈A . W es h o wh o wt o reduce the language L to the language BWCS[k] in deterministic O(n log O(1) n) time. Since A ∈ P 1 , by Lemma 3.2, there is a P 1 -uniform family F A = {γ n | n ≥ 1} of circuits accepting A. Given an instance x to the language L, |x| = n, we consider the circuits γ n , γ n+1 ,...,γ n+klog n in F A . Let τ i (x) be the circuit with i inputs that is obtained from the circuit γ n+i with the first n input bits being assigned by the value x,0≤i≤klog n.T h u s x∈L if and only if at least one of the circuits τ i (x)i s satisfiable.
¡ e e ¡ ¡ e e ··· ··· ··· £ £ g g ·· log n log n ··· log n j the input of τ i (x) We construct a circuit α(x) based on these circuits τ 0 (x),...,τ klog n (x). The circuit α(x)h a skn input nodes and one output gate, plus the k log n + 1 circuits τ i (x), 0 ≤ i ≤ k log n. For each i,0≤i≤klog n, suppose i = d log n + j, where 0 ≤ d ≤ k and 0 ≤ j<log n. For each q,1≤q≤d , we construct a subcircuit σ i,q with n inputs and log n outputs that computes the function ψ on domain {0, 1}
n such that the n inputs of σ i,q are the qth n-block of the input I(α(x)) of the circuit α(x) and the log n outputs of σ i,q replace the qth (log n)-block of the input I(τ i (x)) of the circuit τ i (x)i nα ( x ). Similarly, we construct a subcircuit σ i,d+1 with 2 j inputs and j outputs that computes the function ψ on domain {0, 1} 2 j such that the 2 j inputs of σ i,d+1 are the first 2 j positions of the (d +1)st n-block of I(α(x)) and the j outputs of σ i,d+1 replace the (d + 1)st (log n)-block of I(τ i (x)). Finally, the output gate of the circuit α(x)i sa nor gate that receives inputs from output gates of all the circuits τ i (x)i nα ( x ), i =0,1,...,klog n. See Figure 1 .
By the definition of the function ψ, every assignment to the qth (log n)-block of I(τ i (x)) can be realized in α(x) by a weight-1 assignment to the qth n-block of I(α(x)). Furthermore, through the circuit σ i,q , every assignment to the qth n-block of I(α(x)) (not necessarily weight 1) realizes an assignment to the qth (log n)-block of I(τ i (x)) of the circuit τ i (x)i nα( x ). Therefore, for each τ i (x)i nα( x ), 0 ≤ i ≤ k log n, every assignment to I(τ i (x)) can be realized by an assignment to I(α(x)), in which each n-block has weight 1. Moreover, each assignment to I(α(x)) (not necessarily with weight-1 n-blocks) realizes an assignment to I(τ i (x)) for each τ i (x).
If the circuit α(x) accepts an input of weight at most k, then at least one of the circuits τ i (x)i nα ( x ) is satisfiable, which implies that x ∈ L. Conversely, suppose that x ∈ L. Then one of the circuits, say τ i (x), is satisfiable by an assignment y to I(τ i (x)). We can construct an assignment z to I(α(x)) in which every n-block has weight 1 such that z realizes the assignment y to I(τ i (x)). The weight of z is k. With this assignment z to I(α(x)), the circuit α(x) has value 1.
By the above discussion, we conclude that x ∈ L if and only if the circuit α(x) accepts an input of weight at most k, i.e., if and only if α(x) is in the language BWCS [k] . Moreover, since the circuit family F A = {γ n | n ≥ 1} is P 1 -uniform, there is a deterministic Turing machine M that constructs the circuit γ n+i in time
Therefore, the circuit α(x) has size O(n log O(1) n) and can be constructed in time O(n log O(1) n). Thus the language BWCS[k] is complete for the class N k P 1 = sGC(k log n, P 1 ) under quasi-linear-time reduction for all k ≥ 1.
Theorem 3.4 presents a new complete language for the class N k P 1 under quasilinear-time reduction. The language BWCS[k] is more natural than the previously known complete languages for N k P 1 (see [5] ) in the sense that there is no explicit men tionof"klog n"or"nlog O(1) n" in the statement of BWCS [k] . We point out that the above proofs can easily be extended to derive natural complete languages under proper reductions for the classes N k P h studied by Buss and Goldsmith [5] , for h>1. Theorem 3.4 and its proof illustrate a systematic technique for constructing complete languages for the class GC(s(n), C). Roughly speaking, what we need is a circuit characterization of the complexity class C together with an encoding of a nondeterministic string of length s(n) by a length (n · s(n))/ log n string of weight s(n)/ log n. Below we list a few more examples and briefly describe the proofs.
Let f be a function. Define β f to be the class of languages that are accepted by deterministic polynomial-time Turing machines that can make an O(f (n)) amount of nondeterminism. The class β f was introduced by Kintala and Fisher [19] and studied in detail by Díaz and Torán [14] . By our GC model, the class β f is identical to the class GC (f (n),P).
Theorem 3.5. Let f (n) be a function constructible in deterministic O(log n) space. Then the language BWCS[f ] is complete for the class GC(f (n)logn, P )= β flog n under log-space reduction.
Proof. The proof that BWCS[f ]isintheclas sGC(f (n)logn, P ) is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3.
To show that BWCS[f ] is hard for the class GC(f (n)logn, P ) under log-space reduction, let L be a language in GC(f (n)logn, P ). Then there is a language A in P with a constant c such that for all x, x ∈ L if and only if there is a y, |y| = cf (|x|)log|x|,a n d x, y ∈A . By the results of Borodin [4] , there is a log-space uniform circuit family F A = {γ n | n ≥ 1} that accepts A. Given an x, |x| = n,l e t τ cf (n) log n (x) be the circuit with cf (n)logn inputs that is obtained from γ n+cf (n) log n with the first n input bits assigned by the value x.T h u sx∈Lif and only if the circuit τ cf (n) log n (x) is satisfiable. Now the proof goes similarly to that of Theorem 3.4. We construct a circuit α(x) based on the circuit τ cf (n) log n (x). The circuit α(x)h a sm=f( n ) n c inputs, and for each (n c )-block of I(α(x)), there is a subcircuit with n c inputs that computes the function ψ whose n c inputs are from the (n c )-block of I(α(x)) and whose c log n outputs are connected to the corresponding (c log n)-block of the input of τ cf (n) log n (x). Now if the circuit α(x) accepts an input of weight at most f (m), then this input of α(x) should produce a satisfiable input to the circuit τ cf (n) log n (x) via the ψ function, which implies that x ∈ L. Conversely, if x ∈ L, then a weight-f (n) input of α(x),f(n) ≤ f(m), can be constructed to produce via the ψ function a satisfiable input to the circuit τ cf (n) log n (x). Thus this weight-f (n) input should satisfy the circuit α(x), and α(x)i si nB W C S [ f].
In particular, the language BWCS[log i−1 n] is complete for the class GC(log i n, P ) = β log i n def = β i , for all integers i ≥ 2. Note that the language BWCS[log i−1 n] is a restricted version of the circuit-satisfiability problem that is complete for the class NP. This answers a question posed by Díaz and Torán [14] , who were able to construct complete languages for β i from certain complete languages for the class P by adding nondeterminism, and who conjectured that one might not be able to construct complete languages for β i from complete languages for the class NP by restricting nondeterminism. We point out that a different approach has been adopted by Szelepcsényi [24] and Farr [16] to study complete languages for the class β f .
Let f be a function. Now we consider the class GC(f (n), 
In particular, the language BWCS d [log i−1 n] is complete for the class NNC d (log i n) under log-space reduction, for all i ≥ 2. This is the first language that is known to be complete for the class NNC d (log i n).
4. The GC classes with very weak verifiers. In this section, we derive complete languages for GC classes with verifiers strictly weaker than deterministic polynomial-time Turing machines.
The basic idea here is the same as that in section 3: we characterize the verifier by a circuit family and encode the nondeterministic string of length s(n) by an input of length (n · s(n))/ log n to the circuit. However, implementation of these methods on models such as Π B k -ATMs becomes more subtle. For example, it would not be proper to encode the string of length s(n) using the function ψ defined in section 3 because that would increase the depth of the circuit. Similar difficulty also occurs when we test the bounded-weight satisfiability of circuits of depth k using a Π B k -ATM. We will present a number of new techniques to overcome these difficulties.
Recall that in the last phase of each computation path, a Π B k -ATM M can read input bits from at most a constant number of ℓ-blocks of the input. We further require that if the input to a Π B k -ATM M is of the form x, y , then the last phase of each computation path of M can read input bits from at most one ℓ-block from the second string y. It is easy to see that this additional requirement has no influence on the class accepted by Π B k -ATMs. Furthermore, we also assume that the pairing function x, y is simple and can be decoded into x and y in deterministic O(log n) time [2] .
We first consider the GC classes whose verifier is Π B 2k ,f o rk≥1. A circuit is a Π-circuit if it has a single output gate, which is of type and. A circuit α is semimonotone if at most two inputs of each level-1 gate of α are negative input nodes.
Definition 4.1. BWCS(s(n),k) is the set of pairs x = α, w , where α is a semimonotone Π-circuit of depth k in the normal encoding such that α accepts an input of weight w, w ≤ s(|x|).
Lemma 4.2. For any function s(n) and any k ≥ 1, the language BWCS (s(n), 2k) is in the class GC (s(n)ℓ(n), Π B 2k ).
Algorithm BWCS-Simulator
Input: x, y , where x = α, w and α is a circuit with m inputs. Proof. Consider the algorithm BWCS-Simulator in Figure 2 . We will prove that this algorithm can be implemented by a Π B 2k -ATM such that for all x = α, w , x ∈ BWCS(s(n), 2k) if and only if there is a string y ∈{0,1}
* ,|y|≤s(|x|)ℓ(|x|)s u c h that the algorithm accepts x, y .
Let z = x, y be an input to the algorithm BWCS-Simulator, where x = α, w . In deterministic O(log |z|) time, we can compute the lengths |x| and |y| (see [2] ) and check the relation w>m . Note that w ≤ m implies |w|≤log |z|, so multiplying and dividing w by ℓ(|x|) can be done in deterministic O(log |z|) time.
The Boolean string y of length wℓ(|x|) is used as the weight representation of an input v y of weight w to the circuit α. To verify that y contains exactly w different input-node numbers of α, each of length ℓ(|x|), we universally check that (i) |y| = wℓ(|x|), (ii) each ℓ(|x|)-block of y is a binary number ≤ m, and (iii) no two ℓ(|x|)-blocks of y are identical. To check whether α is in the normal encoding and whether α is a semimonotone Π-circuit of depth 2k, we universally check the gates of α level by level, starting from the output gate of α.
Since the output gate of α is an and gate, the first execution of the loop in step 3 is a universal branch. Therefore, steps 1 and 2 combined with the first execution of the loop in step 3 form the first phase, which is a universal phase of the algorithm.
The loop execution of step 3 simply simulates the computation of the circuit α. After 2k − 1 executions of the loop in step 3, the algorithm is in its (2k − 1)st phase, which is a universal phase, and the current gate g is a level-1 gate of the circuit α, w h i c hi sa nor gate. Therefore, the universal checking in step 4(a) can be combined into the (2k − 1)st phase. Since α is semimonotone, only h 1 and h 2 can be negative input nodes to the gate g, which can be checked in deterministic O(log |z|) time.
If any of the negative input nodes of g is not in y, then all universal branches in step 4(a) accept according to the "then" part of step 4(b). This is correct because this forces the gate g to have value 1 on input v y . On the other hand, if all negative input nodes of g are in y, then we must check the positive input nodes of g.T h u s the algorithm starts its (2k)th phase in the "else" part of step 4(b). Each path in this phase checks whether a positive input node h i of g is contained in y. For this, the algorithm existentially checks an ℓ(|x|)-block in y. Note that in this phase, the algorithm reads one ℓ(|x|)-block from the first string x (the address a(h i ) of the gate h i ) and one ℓ(|x|)-block from the second string y in the input x, y . This concludes that the algorithm BWCS-Simulator is a Π B 2k -ATM which accepts x, y , where x = α, w , if and only if y contains exactly w different input-node numbers of α and the circuit α accepts the weight-w input v y whose weight representation is y.
Now it is easy to see that x = α, w ∈BWCS(s(n), 2k) if and only if the Π B 2k -ATM BWCS-Simulator accepts x, y for a binary string of length bounded by s(|x|)ℓ(|x|). Thus the language BWCS (s(n), 2k) is in the class GC (s(n)ℓ(n), Π B 2k ). Now we show the completeness of BWCS(s(n), 2k) in the class GC (s(n)ℓ(n), Π B 2k ). A proof for the following lemma can be found in [6] .
Lemma 4.3. Let b>0and c>0be two integers, and let τ be a Π-circuit of depth k in which the input of each level-1 gate is a specimen of a b-block of x 1 ...x n . Then there is a Π-circuit γ of depth k and size ≤ 2 cb size(τ ) computing the same function in which the input of each level-1 gate is a specimen of a (cb)-block of x 1 ...x n .
Theorem 4.4. Let s(n) ≤ n be a nondecreasing function computable in deterministic O(log n) space. Then the language BWCS(s(n), 2k) is complete for the class GC (s(n)ℓ(n), Π B 2k ) under O(log n)-space reduction, for k ≥ 1. Proof. By Lemma 4.2, we only need to prove hardness. Let L be a language in GC (s(n)ℓ(n), Π B 2k ). By definition, there is a Π B 2k -ATM M with an integer c>0 such that x ∈ L if and only if there is a y ∈{ 0 , 1 } * , | y |=cs(|x|)ℓ(|x|), and M accepts x, y . Without loss of generality, assume that c is an even number. Moreover, we can assume that no phase except the last phase of each computation path of M has access to the input [7] . By Theorem 2.2, there is a log-space uniform Π poly,B h 2k -family {τ m | m ≥ 1} of circuits that accepts L(M ), where h is a constant.
Given an instance x of the language L, we show how to reduce x to an instance z = α(x),w(x) for the language BWCS (s(n), 2k) such that x ∈ L if and only if z is in BWCS (s(n), 2k). Let |x| = n,and| x, y | = m, where y is a binary string of length cs(n)ℓ(n). Let τ m (x) be the circuit τ m with the first part of the input assigned by the value of x. τ m (x) is a circuit with cs(n)ℓ(n) inputs, and x ∈ L if and only if the circuit τ m (x) is satisfiable.
Since |y| = cs(n)ℓ(n)=O ( nlog n), |x| = n ≤ m = | x, y | ≤ n 2 . Therefore, we have either ℓ(m)=ℓ ( n )o rℓ ( m )=2 ℓ ( n ). Thus the number of inputs of the circuit τ m (x) can be written as as(n)ℓ(m), where a is an integer such that a = c if ℓ(m)=ℓ(n)o ra=c/2i fℓ ( m )=2ℓ(n).
Recall that the circuit τ m is a Π-circuit of depth 2k + 1 in which the input of each level-1 gate consists of exactly h specimens of ℓ-blocks of x, y . Moreover, the last phase of each computation path of M reads inputs from at most one ℓ-block from the string y. By Theorem 2.2, at most one specimen in the input of each level-1 gate of τ m is from an ℓ-block of the string y. Therefore, the circuit τ m (x) is a Π-circuit with as(n)ℓ(m) inputs and of depth 2k + 1 in which the input of each level-1 gate is a specimen of an ℓ(m)-block of its input. By Lemma 4.3, there is a Π-circuit γ m (x) of depth 2k + 1 and size bounded by a polynomial of m that computes the same function as τ m (x) such that the input of each level-1 gate of γ m (x) is a specimen of an (aℓ(m))-block of its input. Now we are ready to describe the circuit α(x). The input I(α(x)) = v 1 ...v s(n)2 aℓ(m) of the circuit α(x)isoflengths(n)2 aℓ(m) and partitioned into s(n)2 aℓ(m) -blocks. Similarly, the input I(γ m (x)) = u 1 ...u as(n)ℓ(m) of the circuit γ m (x) is partitioned into s(n)( aℓ(m))-blocks. The circuit α(x) will be
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constructed from the circuit γ m (x) by replacing each level-1 gate in γ m (x) by an input node of α(x). As we have done in section 3, for each q, we will use a position in the qth 2 aℓ(m) -block of I(α(x)) to represent an assignment to the qth (aℓ(m))-block of I(γ m (x)). To simplify discussion, we describe the construction of the first 2 aℓ(m) -block of I(α(x)) based on the first (aℓ(m))-block of I(γ m (x)). The construction of the qth 2 aℓ(m) -block of I(α(x)) for general q can be done similarly. Let g be a level-1 gate of the circuit γ m (x) whose input is a specimen of the first (aℓ(m))-block of I(γ m (x)). Note that g is an and gate; thus there is a unique Boolean assignment b g to the first (aℓ(m))-block of I(γ m (x)) that makes the gate g have value 1. Regarding b g as a binary number between 0 and 2 aℓ(m) − 1, we replace the gate g in γ m (x) by the positive input node v bg+1 in I(α(x)), which is in the first 2 aℓ(m) -block of I(α(x)). In the same way, we perform this replacement on each level-1 gate in the circuit γ m (x). See Figure 3 . The resulting circuit α(x) has depth 2k. Also, note that so far the circuit α(x) contains no negative input nodes.
By construction, each assignment of the qth (aℓ(m))-block of I(γ m (x)) in γ m (x) can be implemented by a weight-1 assignment of the qth 2 aℓ(m) -block of the input I(α(x)) in the circuit α(x). Therefore, each assignment of I(γ m (x)) in γ m (x) can be implemented by a weight-s(n) assignment of I(α(x)) in α(x), in which the assignment to each 2 aℓ(m) -block has weight 1. We conclude that if the circuit γ m (x) is satisfiable, then the circuit α(x) accepts an input of weight s(n).
The construction has not yet been completed. Note that if in an assignment of I(α(x)), a 2 aℓ(m) -block has weight different from 1, then the assignment does not implement any assignment of I(γ m (x)). To ensure that each 2 aℓ(m) -block of I(α(x)) is assigned exact one 1, we let
It is easy to see that φ(v 1 ,...,v t ) = 1 if and only if exactly one v i is 1. The function φ(v 1 ,...,v t ) can be implemented by a Π-circuit of depth 2 in which at most two negative input nodes appear in the input of each level-1 gate. Now for each 2 aℓ(m) -block of I(α(x)), we add a Π-subcircuit of depth 2 that implements the function φ with 2 aℓ(m) variables, and we connect the output of this subcircuit to the output gate of the circuit α(x) (which is the output gate of the circuit γ m (x)). Note that this does not increase the depth of the circuit α(x) since both the output gate of such a subcircuit and the output gate of the circuit α(x)a r eand gates, and the depth of the circuit α(x) is at least 2. This completes the construction of the circuit α(x).
Algorithm antiBWCS-Simulator
Input: x, y , where x = α, w and α is a circuit with m inputs. The circuit α(x) is semimonotone because only the subcircuits that implement the function φ contain negative input nodes. Now if the circuit α(x) accepts an assignment of weight s(n), then each 2 aℓ(m) -block of the assignment must have weight 1. Thus the assignment implements a satisfying assignment to the circuit γ m (x).
Since the circuit γ m (x) is satisfiable if and only if x ∈ L, we conclude that the circuit α(x) accepts a weight-s(n) input if and only if x ∈ L. Consequently, the mapping from x to α(x),s(n) is a many-one reduction from the language L to the language BWCS(s(n), 2k).
By assumption, the function s(n) can be constructed in deterministic O(log n) space and the circuit τ m can be constructed in deterministic O(log m)=O (log n) space. It is also easy to see that the circuit constructions from τ m to τ m (x), from τ m (x) to γ m (x), and from γ m (x)toα(x) (in the normal form) can all be done in deterministic O(log n) space. Therefore, the reduction can be implemented in deterministic O(log n) space. This completes the proof of the theorem. Unfortunately, the above methods do not seem to work for GC(s(n)ℓ(n), Π 2k+1 ). In fact, we are even unable to prove that the language BWCS(s(n), 2k +1 )i si nt h e class GC(s(n)ℓ(n), Π 2k+1 ). For this, we need to introduce another special type of circuits that are dual to the semimonotone circuits. A circuit α is semiantimonotone if at most two inputs of each level-1 gate of α are positive input nodes.
Definition 4.5. anti BWCS(s(n),k) is the set of pairs x = α, w , where α is a semiantimonotone Π-circuit of depth k in the normal encoding such that α accepts an input of weight w, w ≤ s(|x|).
Lemma 4.6. For any function s(n) and any k ≥ 1, antiBWCS(s(n), 2k +1) is in the class GC(s(n)ℓ(n), Π B 2k+1 ). Proof. We first design an algorithm antiBWCS-Simulator as shown in Figure 4 . As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we can prove that the algorithm antiBWCS-Simulator can be implemented by a Π B 2k+1 -ATM M . In particular, since the circuit α is in the normal encoding, the positive input nodes should always appear at the end of the input list of a level-1 gate. Thus they can be found in deterministic O(log n) time since α is semiantimonotone. It can also be proved that M accepts x, y , where x = α, w , if and only if y contains exactly w different input-node numbers of the semiantimonotone circuit α, and the circuit α accepts the input v y of weight w whose weight representation is y. Consequently, for any x = α, w , x ∈ antiBWCS(s(n), 2k +1) if and only if there is a string y ∈{0,1} * of length s(|x|)ℓ(|x|) such that the algorithm antiBWCS-Simulator accepts x, y . We leave the detailed proof to the interested reader.
Theorem 4.7. Let s(n) ≤ n be a nondecreasing function computable in deterministic O(log n) space. Then antiBWCS(s(n), 2k +1) is complete for the class
). For an instance x of L,l e t n=| x | ,m=| x, y |, where y is a binary string of length as(n)ℓ(m) for an integer a>0. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we can construct a Π-circuit γ m (x) with as(n)ℓ(m) inputs and of depth 2k + 2 in which the input of each level-1 gate is a specimen of an (aℓ(m))-block of its input such that x ∈ L if and only if the circuit γ m (x) is satisfiable.
The construction of the circuit α(x) from the circuit γ m (x) is in some sense dual to the one in the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Let g be a level-1 gate of the circuit γ m (x) whose input is a specimen of the first (aℓ(m))-block of I(γ m (x)). Note that g is an or gate; thus there is a unique Boolean assignment b g to the first (aℓ(m))-block of I(γ m (x)) that makes the gate g have value 0. Regarding b g as a binary number between 0 and 2 aℓ(m) − 1, we replace the gate g in γ m (x) by the negative input node v bg+1 in I(α(x)). We perform this replacement on each level-1 gate in the circuit γ m (x). The resulting circuit α(x) has depth 2k +1. Also, note that so far the circuit α(x) contains no positive input nodes.
To ensure that each 2 aℓ(m) -block of I(α(x)) is assigned exactly one 1, we again use the function φ in the proof of Theorem 4.4. However, this time we implement the function φ by a Π-circuit C φ of depth 3 so that all level-1 gates of the circuit C φ have fan-in 1. Thus the circuit C φ is semiantimonotone. Now including the subcircuits C φ into the circuit α(x) ensures that the circuit α(x) accepts an input of weight s(n)i f and only if the circuit γ m (x) is satisfiable. Moreover, adding the subcircuits C φ to α(x) does not increase the depth of the circuit α(x) because the depth of α(x)i sa t least 3.
All other parts of the proof are exactly the same as that in the proof of Theorem 4.4.
In many cases, the function ℓ(n)i nGC(s(n)ℓ(n), Π B k ) can be replaced by log n, as stated in the following theorem. A proof of this theorem can be found in [6] .
Theorem 4.8. If the function s(n) is computable in deterministic O(log n) time and |s(n)| = O(log n/ log log n) for all n, then for all k ≥ 1,
5. GC classes and optimization problems. In this section, we present a number of interesting connections of the GC classes to computational optimization problems.
Following Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [21] , define LOGNP 0 to be the class of all problems described as follows:
where
m is the input relation, x and y are tuples of first-order variables ranging over [n]={ 1 ,2 ,...,n}, j is a first-order variable ranging over [log n], S is an ordered subset S =( s 1 ,...,s log n )o f[ n ], and φ is a quantifier-free first-order expression involving the relation symbol I and the variables in x and y as well as the variables j and s j .
A weaker class LOGSNP 0 contains all problems definable by one less alternation of quantifiers:
The class LOGNP is defined to be the class of languages that can be polynomialtime reduced to a problem in LOGNP 0 , and the class LOGSNP is defined to be the class of languages that can be polynomial-time reduced to a problem in LOGSNP 0 .
The complexity of a number of interesting optimization problems can be nicely characterized by the classes LOGNP and LOGSNP. For instance, it has been shown [21] that the problems LOG DOMINATING SET, TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET, RICH HYPERGRAPH COVER, and LOG ADJUSTMENT are complete under polynomial-time reduction for the class LOGSNP and that the problem V-C DIMEN-SION is complete under polynomial-time reduction for the class LOGNP.
The following two theorems characterize the classes LOGNP and LOGSNP by the GC models.
Theorem 5.1. A language L is in the class LOGSNP if and only if L is polynomial-time reducible to a language in GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ). Proof. We first show that the language BWCS(log n, 2) is in the class LOGSNP 0 when circuits are encoded properly. A circuit is in the edge-relation encoding if it is represented by a collection of five kinds of tuples: e(g, g ′ )ifnodegis an input of node g ′ , p(i, g) if the ith input of the level-1 gate g is a positive input node, n(i, g) if the ith input of the level-1 gate g is a negative input node, pos(k, g) if the positive input node x k is an input of the level-1 gate g,a n dneg(k, g, i) if the ith input of the level-1 gate g is the negative input node x k . Note that for a semimonotone circuit, neg(k, g, i)i s false for all i ≥ 3. It is easy to see that the edge-relation encoding of circuits and the normal encoding of circuits can be converted to each other in polynomial time.
With the edge-relation encoding, it is easy to see the language BWCS(log n, 2) is defined by the following logic expression:
where g 0 is the output gate of the circuit α.
Thus the language BWCS(log n, 2) is in the class LOGSNP 0 when circuits are in the edge-relation encoding. By Theorems 4.4 and 4.8, the language BWCS(log n, 2) is complete under O(log n)-space reduction for class GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ) when circuits are in the normal encoding. Since the normal encoding of a circuit can easily be converted into the edge-relation encoding of the circuit, we conclude that all languages in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ) are in LOGSNP. Consequently, all languages that are polynomial-time reducible to a language in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ) are contained in the class LOGSNP.
To prove the inverse, we consider the following problem. A tournament is a directed graph in which for any two vertices exactly one of the two directed edges is presented. It is not difficult to see that a tournament of n vertices has a dominating set of size log n [21] . Thus the following problem has a trivial solution when k ≥ log n.
TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET: "Given a tournament with n vertices and integer k, does it have a dominating set of size k?" Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [21] have shown that TOURNAMENT DOMINAT-ING SET is complete for LOGSNP under polynomial-time reduction. Therefore, to show that all languages in LOGSNP are polynomial-time reducible to a language in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ), we only have to show that TOURNAMENT DOMINAT-ING SET is in GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ). It can be easily done as follows: given an input G, k, y , where y is of length k log n and encodes k vertices of the tournament G, the Π This completes the proof. The proof of Theorem 5.1 also shows that TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET is complete for the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ) under polynomial-time reduction. Theorem 5.2. A language is in the class LOGNP if and only if it is polynomialtime reducible to a language in GC(log 2 n, Π B 3 ). Proof. Since the proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.1, we only describe the differences here.
The language antiBWCS(log n, 3) can be given by the following logic expression:
To show that every language in the class LOGNP is polynomial-time reducible to a language in GC(log 2 n, Π B 3 ), we will show that the problem V-C DIMENSION, which is known to be complete for the class LOGNP [21] , is contained in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 3 ). Let C be a family of subsets of a universe U .T h e V-C dimension of C is the largest cardinality of a subset S of U such that the following holds: For all subsets T of S there is a set C[T ] ∈Csuch that S ∩ C[T ]=T. Closer inspection reveals that the V-C dimension of a family C is at most log |C|.
V-C DIMENSION: "Given a finite family C of finite sets and an integer k, is the V-C dimension of C at least k?" To show that the problem V-C DIMENSION is in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 3 ), we construct a Π B 3 -ATM M as follows. Let n = |C|. On input C,k,y , where y is a binary string of length k log n that encodes a subset S of U of k elements, the Π -family F = {α m | m ≥ 1} of circuits that accepts the same language as M . Now we can construct a circuit family F ′ = {γ n | n ≥ 1} to accept L k+1 as follows. Given an instance x of L k+1 , |x| = n,l e tm=n+clog 2 n. Note that by definition, x ∈ L k+1 if and only if x, y is accepted by the circuit α m , for a binary string y of length c log 2 n. For each binary string y of length c log 2 n, we construct a circuit α m (y) that is the circuit α m with the last c log 2 n input variables assigned by the value of y.N o wl e tγ n be the or of all these 2 c log 2 n = n c log n circuits α m (y), y ∈{0,1} clog 2 n . Then the Σ-circuit γ n has size O(n O(log n) ) and depth k + 2 in which the fan-in of the level-1 gates is bounded by O(log n) (recall that the circuit family F = {α m |m ≥ 1} is a Π poly,B d k -family of circuits), and γ n accepts x if and only if x ∈ L k+1 . However, this contradicts the definition of the language L k+1 .
This completes the proof that the language L k+1 is in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B k+1 ) but not in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B k ). Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [21] have shown that the following three problems are in LOGSNP. LOG 2 SAT: "Given a CNF Boolean formula with n clauses and log 2 n variables, does it have a satisfying truth assignment?" LOG CLIQUE: "Given a graph with n vertices, does it have a clique of size log n?" LOG CHORDLESS PATH: "Given a graph with n vertices, does it have a chordless path of length log n?" It was asked in [21] whether these three problems are complete for the class LOGSNP. Based on our characterization, we show that it is unlikely that these problems are complete for the class LOGSNP.
The problem LOG CLIQUE is actually in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 1 ) if on input x, y , we allow each computation path of a Π B 1 -ATM to read two ℓ-blocks from the second parameter y. In fact, let G b eag r a p ha n dl e tyencode log n vertices of G; then on input G, y ,aΠ B 1 -ATM can universally pick a pair (v, w) of vertices from the string y and check with G if there is an edge connecting them. Similarly, the problem LOG CHORDLESS PATH can be shown to be in the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 1 ). Note that in the proof of Theorem 5.3, the fact that the last phase of each computation path of aΠ B k -ATM reads at most one ℓ-block from y was actually not used. Thus even though we allow each computation path of a Π B 1 -ATM to read two ℓ-blocks from y, the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 1 ) is still a proper subclass of the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ). Therefore, the problems LOG CLIQUE and LOG CHORDLESS PATH seem not hard enough to be complete for the class LOGSNP. Similarly, the problem LOG 2 SAT can be shown to belong to the class GC(log 2 n, Π B *
2 ), where Π B * 2 is the class of languages accepted by restricted Π B 2 -ATMs in which the last phase of each computation path runs at most O(log log n) steps and reads at most constant number of input bits. A proof similar to that of Theorem 5.3 can be derived to show that GC(log 2 n, Π B *
2 ) is a proper subclass of GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ). Therefore, the problem LOG 2 SAT also seems not hard enough to be complete for the class GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ) (for detailed discussions on the problem LOG 2 SAT, see [6] ). Meggido and Vishkin [20] studied the problem TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET and proved that the problem LOG 2 SAT is polynomial-time reduced to TOUR-NAMENT DOMINATING SET and that TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET is polynomial-time reduced to a generalization of the LOG 2 SAT problem. They asked whether there is a version of the satisfiability problem that precisely characterizes the problem TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET. Our Theorem 5.1 concludes that the problem TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET is polynomial-time equivalent to the problem BWCS(log n, 2), which is the standard satisfiability problem with a weight restriction on the truth assignment and the restriction that in each clause of the CNF formula there are at most two negative literals.
We point out that one can also derive from a result in [21] that the problem SPARSE SAT ("Given a CNF Boolean formula of n variables, does it have a satisfying truth assignment of weight at most log n?") is also polynomial-time equivalent to TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET [26] . However, the language BWCS(log n, 2) characterizes the problem TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET more precisely in the sense that both BWCS(log n, 2) and TOURNAMENT DOMINATING SET belong to the class LOGSNP 0 ∩GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ) under standard encodings, while SPARSE SAT does not seem to belong to either LOGSNP 0 or GC(log 2 n, Π B 2 ) under standard encodings.
Finally, we point out that the GC model also has nice applications in the study of fixed-parameter tractability of optimization problems [15] . We refer interested readers to our related work [9, 10] .
